Distance Learning Committee

Phase 1: Normal Operation.

Mitigation Strategies for Learning/Instruction (Add your own thoughts to the bulleted lists)

- Inform parents/families/students of distance platforms that will be integrated into regular instruction.
- Distribute 1:1 technology (K through 12).
- Secure Inventory, User Agreements/Insurance signatures etc. for equipment.
- Train staff on Google Tools (Google Certification)
- Train elementary staff on other tools that will be used. (Seesaw)
- Integrate Distance Learning methods into regular instruction
- Train students on schedules/responsibilities etc should Phase 2 or 3 be initiated.
- Initiate routine classroom cleaning procedures. (shared tools, materials, etc.)
- Initiate reasonable distancing measures while learning (ie.. consideration of tables vs. desks etc.)

Phase 2: School is open but mitigation strategies are in place.

- Inform parents/families of minimized contact measures by building.
- Increased isolation measures by building/classroom.(PE no contact activities?, use of study carrels? Staggered passing periods? Students remain within limited number of classrooms?)
- Close school to outside visitors.
- Increase use of Distance Learning tools within classrooms
- Reduced/altered academic expectations to more closely mirror Phase 3 workload etc..
- Additional prep of students for 2 week closure plans. (expected schedule of homework, Zoom meetings etc.)

Phase 3 School is closed with move to Distance platform, re-evaluate after 2 weeks.

- Inform parents/families of move to closure.
- Initiate distance learning